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Abstract: The pharmaceutical industry in Bangladesh is one of the most advanced technology sectors in
the world, supplying 97% of the total drug demand in the local market.This study is an attempt to
examine the performance evaluation of pharmaceutical companies in Bangladesh throughliquidity ratio,
asset management ratio and proﬁtability ratio. Data have been collected from 10 pharmaceuticals
companiesfrom 2012 to 2016based on proﬁtability and market share. The study revealed that the highest
(6.34) and lowest(0.87) current ratiowere achieved by Square Pharmaceuticals and IbnSina
Pharmaceuticals in 2016. In 2016, 2015, 2014 the Square Pharmaceuticals had the highest quick ratio.
This study shows that the cash ratio of Square Pharmaceuticals is increasing year on year but other 9
companies have cash ratio less than 1 which means the company needs more than its cash reserves to pay
off current debt.The study also found that the highest net proﬁt margin was earned by Active
Pharmaceutical in 2016. From 2012 to 2016, Marico Company's net income and total assets increased
continuously. The study revealed that the return on common stock equity of Marico Bangladesh was
comparatively high. Active Pharmaceuticals showed the highest operating proﬁt margin ratio in 2016,
2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012. To increase proﬁtability, it is essential to maintain the discount, good
relation with the customer, good communication, reduce cost of goods sold, need to increase return on
asset and increase net proﬁt and reduce total asset, increase proﬁt per share and decrease equity and
increase debt.
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Introduction
Pharmaceuticals are an important adjunct to the industrialization of the country. Now the
pharmaceutical industry is the economic pulse of Bangladesh. Its birth, prosperity and death
generally reflect the financial condition of the country. With the rapid development of business
and industry, the number of pharmaceutical companies listed in the country is increasing
significantly.
None of the companies reached maturity.In a word, the pharmaceutical industry of the country
is improving.It is well known that this industry is one of the key earners of foreign exchange
and plays an important role in the country's exports (Majumder and Rahman 2011). Already
some of the firms start their export business in various countries. Performance measurement of
public enterprises has long been a topic of discussion for planners, administrators, managers,
economists and academics. But some lack of clarity about performance and the existence of
defensive attitudes on the part of those who have to take responsibility for inefficient
operations hinder both frame discussion and decisive action on this issue(Bunnett 1987).
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Financial statement analysis is of interest to lenders, security analysts, managers and
others(Chandra 1995). Liquidity ratio refers to short-term creditors and their ability to repay
total cash(Hossain and Habib 2010). Hossain and Habib (2010) discussed the ratio analysis of
two pharmaceutical companies in Bangladesh with only two years of data. Thachappilly
(2009) discusses financial ratio analysis for evaluating performance with the help of various
features of performance such as profitability ratio, liquidity ratio and asset management
ratio.But Clausen (2009) stated that profitability ratios measure margins and returns. He
defines gross profit as the surplus generated by sales over the cost of goods sold. He also
explains that return on assets used is divided into three categories such as ROA, ROE and
ROCE. Alam (2016) noted the applicability of CORE as an analytical outline for competitive
accounting, the overall context of the industry and most importantly, Beximco's performance
indicators compared to market leader Square. Majumderand Rahman (2011) concluded that
theperformance of most of the pharmaceuticals is not good and hada lower level position of
bankruptcy. The financial performance hadbeen evaluated through the financial ratios. Ajmol
(2015) applied financial and statistical tools and techniques to examine the overall financial
condition of the company. Devi and Maheswari (2015) stated that Ciplaltd showed higher
profitability than Aurobindo Pharma ltd. A high level of consistency has been observed in
Cipla Limited.Masum and Zohara (2012) showed in their article that the economic
performance of this business is measured in terms of productivity, wealth, efficiency and
liquidity analysis and financial soundness is examined through multivariate discriminant
analysis. He also found that the liquidity position was very weak in selected companies.
Chowdhury (2015) followed the Sharpe ratio and M-Squared to evaluate portfolio
performance. Zaman (2011) in attempted to realize the performance assessment process of
medicinal companies in Bangladesh and Glaxo Smith Kline (GSK) Bangladesh Ltd.
Qamruzzaman (2014) analyzed the performance and financial soundness of financial
institutions (Banks). He used various financial ratios to measure performance. Satter (2013)
analyzed the financial ratios of Glaxo Smith Kline Bangladesh Limited. In his research he
analyzed 22 ratios of six consecutive years. GSK's long-term debt was very low. GSK earns a
significant amount of revenue every year; its current ratio and turnover ratio are adequate
which shows that GSK is carrying out well. Chakma (2011) found that this would help lenders
who provide debt capital to companies.They can decide whether they want to extend their loan
tenure in the future or not. Fernando (2013) measured return on assets (ROA) and focused on
the operating profit of branded pharmaceuticals. He found that firm size and membership of
thecountry are not significantly correlated with return on assets. Rahman (2014) showed in his
article that though the accounts receivable turnover ratio, earning power and return on equity
were satisfactory but the liquidity position and inventory turnover ratio were not so
satisfactory. Rahman et.al (2017) found that the financial performance of pharmaceutical
companies in Bangladesh assess through consumer centric decision making. He concludes that
financial liquidity of Renata'sis not very satisfactory. Chowdhury and Amin(2007) examined
the policy and practices of cash management,evaluate the principles, procedures and
techniques of inventory management, receivable management and payable management.
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But the study does not examine the political and economic impacts on working capital
management. Although a good number of researches have been done on the same topics, most
of the studies have been concerned on a single firm or 2 firms, 2 or 3 ratios and 2 years. But no
study has been done in 10 pharmaceuticals in 5 years and 10 ratios. The present study is an
addition of more information and broad area analysis. It can help to get a clear understanding
of the pharmaceuticals sector in Bangladesh.
Objectives
The objectives of this study are to analyze the performance of Pharmaceuticals companies in
Bangladesh using various ratios. The specific objectives are
1. To determine the liquidity ratio for measuring performance.
2. To analyze the relation between the performance and asset management ratio.
3. To identify the profitability ratio.
4. To assess overall performance of the selected firm.
Materials and Methods
Ten pharmaceutical companies have selected which are listed in Dhaka Stock Exchange. From
28 (Twenty eight) DSE listed companies ten were chosen on the basis of highest profitability
and market share among the companies. The data were collected purposively from the annual
financial reports of 10 pharmaceutical companies from 2012 to 2016. The collected data have
been tabulated, analyzed and interpreted with the help of different financial ratios.
Measurement of Ratios
Liquidity ratio
Current Ratio = Current assets /Current liabilities……………………………………. (1)
Quick Ratio= (Current Assets-Inventories)/Current Liabilities………………………. (2)
Cash Ratio = Cash / Current Liabilities……………………………………………….. (3)
Asset management ratios
Accounts receivable turnover = Sales / Accounts receivable…………………………. (4)
Average collection period = 360 days / Accounts receivable turnover ………………..(5)
Profitability Ratio
Net Profit margin ratio = Net profit after tax/sales…………………………………… (6)
Gross Profit margin ratio= Gross profit/sales…………………………………………. (7)
Return on Total Assets = Net profits after taxes / total assets…………………………. (8)
Return on common stock equity=Net income / Common stockholder’s equity………. (9)
Operating Profit Margin = Operating profits / Sales………………………………… (10)
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Results and Discussion
Liquidity ratio
Liquidity ratio refers to the ability of a company to interact its assets that is most readily
converted into cash. Assets are converted into cash in a short period of time that are
concernedto liquidity position. However, the ratio made the relationship between cash and
current liability.
The liquidity ratio is classified on the three ratios, those are:
i. Current ratio
ii. Quick ratio or acid test
iii. Cash Ratio
i. Current Ratio:
The current ratio is calculated by dividing current assets by current liabilities. Current asset
includes inventory, trade debtors, advances, deposits and repayment, investment in marketable
securities in short term loan, cash and cash equivalents, and current liabilities are comprised
short term banks loan, long term loans - current portion, trade creditors liabilities for other
finance etc. Generally current ratio is acceptable of short term creditors for any company.
Table 1: Current Ratio of 10 Pharmaceuticals in Bangladesh
2016
2015
2014
Name of the
pharmaceutical
SQUARE
6.34
4.27
11.25
BEXIMCO
2.84
2.86
1.78
ACTIVE
1.55
2.68
4.99
RENETA
1.36
1.15
1.02
ACI
0.88
1.51
1.19
ACME
1.35
1.03
0.79
IBN SINA
0.87
0.81
1.03
MARICO
1.62
1.60
1.42
ORION
3.72
0.53
0.56
GLAXOSMI
1.68
1.89
1.84
Source: Own estimation from respective financial reports of the years

2013

2012

1.58
2.03
1.57
0.79
1.17
1.33
1.19
3.10
0.88
1.91

1.59
2.67
1.19
1.15
1.17
0.84
1.15
2.66
1.09
1.74

Analysis: In 2016, highest current ratio bearing firm is Square Pharmaceuticals which is 6.34
and lowest current ratio bearing firm is IbnSina Pharmaceuticals which is 0.87. Similarly in
2015, 2014 also Square Pharmaceuticals achievedhigh current ratio. In 2013 Marico
Bangladesh earned high current ratio which is 3.10 and in year 2012 Beximco Pharmaceuticals
earned high current ratio which was2.67. After comparing it can be said that among 10
companies and during the 5 years, Square Pharmaceuticals gainedhighest current ratio. High
current ratio means high liquidity position. The current ratio helps investors and creditors
understand the liquidity of a company and how easily that company will be able to pay off its
current liabilities. This ratio expresses a firm’s current debt in terms of current assets.
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So a current ratio of 6.34 would mean that the company has 6.34 times more current assets than
current liabilities. A higher current ratio is always more favorable than a lower current ratio
because it shows the company can more easily make current debt payments. If a company has
to sell of fixed assets to pay for its current liabilities, this usually means the company isn’t
making enough from operations to support activities. In other words, the company is losing
money. Sometimes this is the result of poor collections of accounts receivable. So it is evident
that Square Pharmaceuticals hada good position among 10 firms in terms of current ratio.
ii. Quick Ratio:
Quick ratio or acid test ratio is estimating the current assets minus inventories then divide by
current liabilities. It is easily converted into cash at turn to their book values and it also
indicates the ability of a company to use its near cash.
Table 2: Quick Ratio of 10 Pharmaceuticals in Bangladesh
2016
2015
2014
Name of the
pharmaceutical
SQUARE
4.86
3.30
9.38
BEXIMCO
1.93
1.93
1.25
ACTIVE
1.20
2.03
3.74
RENETA
0.71
0.84
0.49
ACI
0.51
1.05
0.83
ACME
1.03
0.68
0.52
IBN SINA
0.51
0.47
0.66
MARICO
0.88
0.47
0.94
ORION
2.63
0.39
0.36
GLAXOSMI
1.68
1.02
1.70
Source: Own estimation from respective financial reports of the years

2013

2012

0.92
1.48
0.85
0.29
0.85
1.01
0.76
2.16
0.62
1.91

0.95
1.88
0.47
0.46
0.87
0.49
0.78
1.54
0.58
1.00

Analysis: In 2016, 2015, 2014 the Square Pharmaceuticals had highest quick ratio. In 2013
highest quick ratio bearing firm is Glaxosmithkline Pharmaceuticals and in 2012 highest quick
ratio bearing firm is Beximco Pharmaceuticals. Quick ratio is an indicator of solvency of an
entity. Generally, companies should aim to maintain a quick ratio that provides sufficient
leverage against liquidity risk given the level of predictability and volatility in a specific
business sector among other considerations. Acid test ratio which is lower than the industry
average may suggest that the company is taking too much risk by not maintaining an appropriate
buffer of liquid resources.Financial ratios are often used to compare a company against an
industry average or other companies in order to benchmark or measure a company’s
performance. Alternatively, a company may have a lower quick ratio due to better credit terms
with suppliers than the competitors. So from the above table it clear that Square Pharmaceuticals
had high quick ratio. In 2016, 2015 and 2014 it keeps more liquid asset in hand which earn no
profit but show solvent situation. But quick ratio is less than 1 in 2013 and 2012 that means it
can meet only 92% and 95% of total liabilities. Quick ratio of Baximco and Glaxosmith
Pharmaceuticals had 1 or just above 1 that means both company performances is good.
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iii. Cash Ratio:
The cash ratio is the estimate to current liabilities into cash. It betoken the company can pay off
it current liabilities given year from its operation. (Kieso, Weygandt, Warfield, 2001). It is the
most famous ratio for realize the liquidity position of any company. Generally we know that
current ratio and quick ratio is not good way to analysis the liquidity position for a company
because it correspond of account receivable and inventory, which take time to convert to cash.
Finally we can express that the cash ratio gives a better result.
Table 3: Cash Ratio of 10 Pharmaceuticals in Bangladesh

Source: Own estimation from respective financial reports of the years
Analysis: This study found that the cash ratio of square company was increasing year to year
but other 9 company’s cash ratio is less than 1except Active Pharma in the year 2014 that means
they faced much cash crisis from 2012 to 2016. A ratio of 1 means that the company has the
same amount of cash and equivalents as it has current debt. In other words, in order to pay off
its current debt, the company would have to use all of its cash and equivalents. A ratio of above
1 means that all the current liabilities can be paid with cash and equivalents. A ratio below 1
means that the company needs more than just its cash reserves to pay off its current debt.
(Gibson. C. H)
Asset management ratios
Asset management ratios are most notable ratio of the financial ratios analysis. It measures how
effectively a company uses and controls its assets. It is also called turnover ratio because it
indicates the asset converted or turnover into sales. Finally, we can recognize the company can
easily measurement their asset because this ratio made up between assets and sales.
Two types of asset management ratios are discussed below:
i. Accounts receivable turnover
ii. Average collection period
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i. Accounts receivable turnover
The Accounts receivable turnover is comparison of the size of the company sales and
uncollected bills from customers. If any company faces difficulty to collect money, it has large
account receivable and also indicates the low ratio. Instead of, if any company has aggressive
collection of money, it has low receivable and also high ratio. This ratio measure the number of
times are collected during the period.
Table 4: Accounts Receivable Turnover Ratio of 10 Pharmaceuticals in Bangladesh

Source: Own estimation from respective financial reports of the years
Analysis: The table shows that most of the pharmaceuticals account receivable turnover was
fluctuating in nature. Account receivable turnover of Reneta was decreasing in nature from
2012 to 2016. But account receivable turnover of ACI was more or less constant in nature. It
can also be concluded that Orion Pharmaceuticals account receivable turnover is the highest all
the year which is not favorable and extremely strict credit terms policies may repel potential
buyers. Among the all companies performance of ACI was good and stable.
ii. Average collection period:
The average collection period is refers the total numbers of days of the year. It maintain the
company to collection its credit policy. It has made good relationships between account
receivable and outstanding payment. It measures the average number of days customers take to
pay their bills to divide by account receivable turnover. The average numbers of day also
indicate the 360 days because the author can assume that every month was 30 days. So the total
days of the year were 360.
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Table 5: Average collection period Ratio of 10 Pharmaceuticals in Bangladesh

Source: Own estimation from respective financial reports of the years
Analysis: From the table 5, it can recognize that the average collection period of Renata
pharmaceuticals was increasing in nature and other 9 companies are volatile in character from
2012 to 2016. If the average collection period is high then the company performance is low and
if the average collection period is low then the company performance is high.The main aim of
any company should be increase sale otherwise the company doesn’t increasing receivable
because it makes up the cash balance. (Charles H. Gibson). So Marico Pharmaceutical is in
good Position.
Profitability Ratio
Profitability ratios designate a company's overall efficiency and performance. It measures how
to use of a company’s assets and control of its expenses to generate an acceptable rate of return.
It also used to examine how well the company is operating or how well current performance
compares to past records of both pharmaceutical companies. There are five important
profitability ratios that we are going to analyze:
i. Net Profit Margin
ii. Gross Profit Margin
iii. Return on Total Assets
iv. Return on common stock equity
v. Operating Profit Margin
i. Net Profit Margin
The net profit margin is determined of net profit after tax to net sales. It argues that how much
of sales are changeover after all expenses. The higher net profit margins are the better for any
pharmaceutical company. (Charles H. Gibson)
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Table 6: Net Profit Margin Ratio of 10 Pharmaceuticals in Bangladesh

Source: Own estimation from respective financial reports of the years
Analysis: In this analysis we can see that the highest net profit margin earning firm is Active
Pharmaceutical in 2016. Not only 2016 but also other 4 years the highest net profit margin ratio
earning firm is Active pharmaceutical. Active pharmaceutical company earns highest net profit
and sales. As a result Active pharmaceutical was in standard position. We can also see that in
the 2012 the Active Pharmaceuticals Company had the same ratio but in the 2015 it was highest
among all the comparing years.
ii. Gross Profit margin ratio
Gross margin express the company’s efficiency of raw material and labor during the working
process .If any company has higher gross profit margin then the company has more efficiency
to controls their raw material and labors. So it is most important for performance evaluation of
pharmaceutical company. It can be assigned to single products or an entire company. It is
obtained dividing the gross profit by net sales.
Table 7: Gross Profit Margin Ratio of 10 Pharmaceuticals in Bangladesh

Source: Own estimation from respective financial reports of the years
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Analysis: The gross profit margin of Beximco, Active and Reneta Pharmaceutical are
comparatively high and more or less same in every year and fluctuation is low. But other 7
companies’ gross profit margin is comparatively low and highly volatile. Their cost of goods
sold is also high so they earn less.
iii. Return on Total Assets
The Return on Assets ratio can be directly computed by dividing net income by average total
asset. (Kieso, Weygandt, Warfield, 2001).It finds out the ability of the company to utilize their
assets and also measure of efficiency of the company in generating profits.
Table 8: Return on Total Asset Ratio of 10 Pharmaceuticals in Bangladesh

Source: Own estimation from respective financial reports of the years
Analysis: From 2012 we can see return on total assets ratio was continuously increasing to 2016
for Marico Company. But due to some problem in other company here net total asset has
decreased slightly in every year. And this decline creates a problem on return on total asset for
other 9 company. As a result that 9 company is not good condition during the years whole ranges
of. So in terms of return on asset, Marico pharmaceutical company was in the beast position.
Return on total assets ratios provides analysts with an indication of management efficiency in
utilizing company assets to create profits. Because it includes all (total) assets (assets funded by
debt and equity) it is a profitability ratio that interests both creditor and equity stakeholders.
iv. Return on common stock equity
Return on Equity is compute by dividing net income less preferred dividend by average
company stockholder equity.(Kieso, Weygandt, Warfield, 2001). It demonstrate how a
company to generate earnings growth for using investment fund. It has some alternative name
such Return on average common equity, return on net worth, Return on ordinary
shareholders' fund.
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Table 9: Return on Common Stock Equity Ratio of 10 Pharmaceuticals in Bangladesh

Source: Own estimation from respective financial reports of the years
Analysis: From analysis above we can say that return on common stock equity of Marico
Bangladesh is comparatively high. ROCSE means earning capacity per share or earning
capacity per taka. In 2016 Marico pharmaceutical earn 83% per taka. In other words,
shareholders saw 83 percent return on their investment. Marico’s ratio was considered high
among ten others industries. Return on equity measures how efficiently a firm can use the
money from shareholders to generate profits and grow the company. Unlike other return on
investment ratios, ROE is a profitability ratio from the investor’s point of view not the company.
In other words, this ratio calculates how much money is made based on the investors’
investment in the company, not the company’s investment in assets or something else.
(https://www.myaccountingcourse.com/financial-ratios/return-on-equity). So Performance of
Marico Bangladesh was good comparing other companies.
v. Operating Profit Margin
The operating profit margin ratio recognize of the percentage of sales to exchange into all cost
and expenses after remaining sales. A high operating profit margin is preferred.
Table 10: Operating Profit Margin Ratio of 10 Pharmaceuticals in Bangladesh
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Analysis: From Analysis in the table 10 we can say, in 2016 Active Pharmaceuticals showed
highest operating profit margin ratio. Also in 2015, 2014, 2013 and 2012 Active
Pharmaceuticals showed highest operating profit margin ratio. In 2016 operating profit margin
ratio 0.49 means it earns .49 taka from each taka of sale. Thus a higher value of operating
margin ratio is favorable which indicates that more proportion of revenue is converted to
operating income. An increase in operating margin ratio overtime means that the profitability
is improving. It is also important to compare the gross margin ratio of a business to the average
gross profit margin of the industry. In general, a business which is more efficient is controlling
its overall costs will have higher operating margin ratio. (https://www.coursehero.com/file/
p7q9in7/But-gross-margin-ratio-analysis-may-mean-different-things-for-different-kinds/). So,
we can say Active pharmaceutical is in good position.
Conclusion
From the discussion it can be concluded that the same position of previous ratio and cash
ratio measures the square pharmaceutical company is little bit better than the others
pharmaceutical company. The ACI Pharmaceutical company are significant increase in account
receivable turnover and account payable in days compare than the others Pharmaceutical
company. Marico is standard position in average collection period. We ensure that the ACI
and Marico pharmaceutical is standards position for asset management measure. Overall net
profit margin is found rising for Active pharmaceutical company and plummeting for the
other pharmaceutical company during 2012 -2016.Gross profit margin of Beximco,
Active and Reneta Pharmaceutical Company are found to increase thanit return of asset to
increase. Return in Equity of Marico Bangladesh is found increase during 2012-2016. Return
on common stock equity of Marico is better. Operating profit of Active pharmaceutical is
better. So we ensure that the Active pharmaceutical company is better condition for
profitability and Marico is in second position. At the final representation, we can view that the
Square Pharmaceutical Company is the best liquidity performing, ACI and Reneta are better
asset managing firm and Active Pharmaceuticalis more profitable. So save the pharmaceuticals
from total bankruptcy the financial performance of the sample pharmaceuticals should be
improved as early as possible. The followings are the recommendations from the researcher.
i. The Pharmaceuticals should regularly check the ratio analysis and measure should be
taken to improve undesirable ratios at least as to the point of industry’s average.
ii. Liquidity position of the selected Pharmaceuticals should be improved by reducing
current liabilities.
iii. A reasonable credit policy should be implemented, so that the main portion of profit
does not spend in payment of fixed charges.
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